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One of world’s most distinguished social science scholars is Mihály Csíkszentmihályi,
whose renown rests especially on his Theory of Flow:
“A mental state in which a person performing an activity is fully immersed in a feeling of
energized focus, full involvement, and enjoyment”.
Until recently, insufficient attention has been paid to the many ways in which Flow Theory
ideas can be used and leveraged by managers and leaders to enhance successful practice.
Filling this gap, a panel of CEU Business School professors and invited experts in the field
discussed how the Theory of Flow can be innovatively mastered by leaders, managers,
entrepreneurs, students, and just about anyone, as a way of simultaneously improving
individual satisfaction, organizational effectiveness and societal well-being.
The Forum introduced a just-published book on this topic.
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Prof. Paul Marer (see bio at end):
This event is labeled not as a series of lectures, not as a conference, not as a workshop, but as
a forum. A forum means, first, that each of the four panelists will offer ideas and personal
stories – not lectures – that we hope you will find interesting and perhaps useful in some
ways. The stories will focus on the following topics:
Slide:





The concept and application of Flow
Leadership and Flow
Teaching innovations related to Leadership and Flow
New research vistas and plans on Leadership and Flow

I’ll introduce these topics briefly; my colleagues will elaborate them.
The second reason this is a forum is that about 1/3rd of the two-hour program is reserved for
your participation: comments, suggestions, questions.
I must start with an apology: The organizers received written requests for participation from
more than twice as many persons as expected. Even this Auditorium – the largest space at
CEU – cannot accommodate everyone. Therefore, we are streaming the proceedings into two
large rooms upstairs as well as to outside the Auditorium. We welcome the other half of the
audience upstairs and outside. You can hear us and see us but will not be able to ask Qs or
make comments, live. We apologize to you for the unavoidable “discrimination”. Thank you
for understanding.
To alleviate the problem that some in the audience will not be able to contribute live, we
opened a messaging wall on the Facebook event page of this Forum. You’ll find the
hyperlink to the messaging wall. https://goo.gl/PJy1DW
We also welcome persons around the world who are viewing us live, via ustream broadcast.

THE CONCEPT AND APPLICATIONS OF “FLOW”
The three of us on the podium are most pleased to be on the same panel with one of world’s
leading social scientists of Hungarian origin: Prof. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi. It is difficult for
non-Hungarians to pronounce his name, so his colleagues and students call him Prof. Cheek;
his friends address him by his first name, Mihaly.
Prof. Cheek is one of the founding fathers of positive psychology: that branch of the
discipline that focuses not on treating mental illness but on a scientific understanding of what
it means, and how to achieve, a good and happy life that is also socially productive.
Prof. Cheek has done decades of path-breaking research to understand the thinking, the
feeling, and the motivations of ordinary people, like you and I. An example of his pioneering
research decades ago: his team gave beepers to well over 100 high-school students in
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Chicaago. At any time when the
t beeper soounded, the student had to report whhat he or shee was
doingg at the time and the moood state he or
o she was inn.
Slide: States of Mood
M
of an Average
A
Persson

Whatt Prof. Cheek
k found was that while most
m studentts complaineed most of thhe time (repoorting
anxieety, worry, apathy,
a
boreddom), they felt
f the best when they were
w
absorbed in a challlenge
that interested theem.
The arrangement
a
t of the eighht states of mind
m
is arbittrary. Moodss can jump from
f
any staate to
any other
o
state w/o
w having to touch any inntermediate mood state.
Prof. Cheek did in-depth innterviews wiith hundredss (if not thoousands) of persons, rannging
from assembly-liine workers to Nobel-prrized scientiists. His keyy finding waas similar too that
with the high-sch
hool studentss: the subjeccts felt the beest (were thee happiest, so to speak) when
w
they were
w deeply
y absorbed inn trying to meet
m a challenge. To this discovery, Prof.
P
Cheek gave
the laabel, Flow, because
b
the most frequeent analogy his subjects used to desscribe their mood
m
whenn they were deeply
d
absorrbed in a chhallenge was as if they were
w
carried,, effortlesslyy by a
gentlyy-flowing river.
Slide:
Definnition of Flow
w: A mentall state in whiich a personn performingg an activity is fully immeersed
in a feeling
f
of eneergized focuus, full involvvement, and enjoyment.
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FLOW AND MANAGEMENT/LEADERSHIP PRACTICES
The concept of Flow has found research and practical applications in many fields, including:
Slide:









Psychology
Self-improvement
Religion
Sports
Music
Education
Architecture
Leadership/Management

At CEU Bus School, our focus of course has been on the implications of Flow for
management and leadership.
* * *

There is a raging debate in the literature on whether managers and leaders are the same or
different species. Many experts say that they are different. Their frequently cited mantra is
that “managers do things right; leaders do the right things.”
Slide: the above quote
The three authors on the panel agree with one of the best known professors of management
who says that the distinction between leaders and managers is artificial and unnecessary:
Slide: “Leadership involves plumbing as well as poetry. Instead of distinguishing leaders
from managers, we should encourage all managers to be leaders. And we should define
leadership as management practiced well.”
Thus, to us, management and leadership are interchangeable terms.

* * *

How Flow and leadership got linked is an interesting story. In the 1990s, Prof. Cheek was chair
of the Psychology Dept of the U of Chicago. Prof. Peter Drucker, arguably the most influential
management guru of the 20th century and a prof at Claremont Grad U in California at the time,
was able to convince Prof. Cheek and his wife, Isabella to exchange cold and windy Chicago for
the blue skies and sunshine of California. In2000 the Csikszentmihalyis moved to Claremont.
Mihaly became Chair Prof of Psychology & Management (a chair he occupies still). Befitting a
prof also of management, in 2003 Prof. Cheek published:
Slide: book title and publisher
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The book
b
has cou
untless practtical examplees and psychhological inssights on whhat it means – and
why it pays -- to
o manage onne-self, onee’s team, one’s organizaation in accoordance with the
heory of Flow
w.
preceepts of the th
My one-sentence
o
e summary of the book:
Slide:
“Thee best way to
t manage people
p
is to create
c
an ennvironment where
w
emplooyees enjoy their
workk and grow in
n the processs of doing it..”
Enhaanced workerr satisfactionn and engaggement is a win-win
w
situuation for alll stakeholdeers of
an orrganization – be it a business, a univeersity, an NG
GO, or a govvernment ageency – becauuse
Slide:






Individua
als satisfied at work – where
w
they spend
s
one-thhird of theirr working livves –
contributees to their haappiness
Such workkplaces attraact the most able individduals and likkely to keep them
t
longer
Obtains sp
pontaneous effort from most
m as theyy do their tassks
Promotess individual and
a team prooductivity
Improves organizational performance, broaddly defined

* * *

of. Cheek is a founding father of poositive psycchology: a sccientific studdy of
I mentionned that Pro
what it means,
m
and ho
ow to achievve, a good annd happy life
fe that is alsoo socially prooductive.
An integgral part of the
t theory and
a practice of Flow is behavior
b
thaat is guided by an indivvidual
ethical reesponsibility
y framework:
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Slide: Floow-based Etthical Respoonsibility Fraamework forr Individualss & Leaders

Csiksszentmihalyii’s three reccommendatioons -- do no
n harm for selfish reassons, help others
o
experrience Flow,, and contribbute to someething beyonnd yourself – are permannently relevaant to
us -- as individuaals as well ass managers/lleaders.

W AND TEA
ACHING IN
NNOVATIO
ONS
FLOW
To inntroduce our third topic, teaching innnovations rellated to Leaddership and Flow, I’ll shhare a
story:
m, Zad Vecssey, and we have
A quuarter century ago I taugght a studennt, sitting onn the podium
kept in touch ev
ver since. Zad, who has an MBA from the London
L
Busiiness Schooll and
starteed his careerr as a managgement conssultant with Coopers annd Lybrand, joined his small
familly mgmt. co
onsulting firm
m 20 years ago. He graadually channged the firm’s profile from
“jawbboning” to building management
m
simulation games. Ovver the yeaars he won first
Hunggary’s, later the
t EU’s topp prize for crreating innovvative managgement simuulation gamees.
In 20004, Zad’s firm
f
and CE
EU Business School siggned a strattegic partnership agreem
ment:
Zad’ss firm gavee the Schoool unrestricteed free acceess to all of
o his firm’s e-learningg and
simullation produ
ucts in returnn for receivinng student annd faculty feedback on thhem.
Althoough my ow
wn specializaations are IB
B, economiccs and finannce, in 20122 I was asked to
teachh a strategic managemennt course to Executive
E
M
MBAs.
As I was
w preparinng for the coourse,
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Zad called
c
with great
g
excitem
ment that thee new leadership simulaation game he
h conceivedd and
his fiirm developeed just won the gold meedal at the Seattle worldd congress where
w
hundreeds of
new “serious
“
gam
mes” were coompeting forr prizes. He explained thhat the gamee teaches students
as futture manageers (as well as current managers)
m
onn how to maake decision after decision in
accorrdance with Prof. Cheekk’s Flow-proomoting theoory of leadeership, and thhat he develloped
the aw
ward-winnin
ng game togeether with thhe Prof.
“Heyy Zad”, I ask
ked, “may I use your neew game in my strategicc managemeent course?” “Of
coursse you may. In fact, we only have thhe Beta verssion, which means
m
that while
w
the gam
me is
compplete, it has not yet beeen tested. Yoou and yourr students will
w provide useful feedbback,
exacttly as stated in the strateggic partnershhip agreemennt we signedd years ago.””
My CEU
C
Bus Scchool colleaggue, Zoltan Buzady -- who
w had useed Zad’s earrlier manageement
simullation gamess in his courrses -- also got
g involvedd. The two of us have beeen workingg with
Zad and
a his stafff ever more intensively during
d
the paast few yearss, so much soo that we wrrote a
book together, Missing
M
Link Discovered,
D
being published today. You’ll find out more about it
from my colleag
gues. Our book links – scientificallly and inteerestingly, we
w believe -- the
m
and leading orrganizations,, with
theorry and practice of Flow, their impliccations for managing
the newest
n
effecttive methodss of teachingg current and future mannagers/leadeers via a statte-ofthe arrt simulation
n game that is
i absorbing and fun to play.
p
To cuut myself sh
hort and to make
m
this evvent a Forum
m, as announnced, I hope that some of
o the
studeents I see in the
t audiencee, who playeed the game in my course in 2012, will
w share som
me of
their experiences during the Q & A periood; not so muuch on the teechnical asppects of the Game
G
but thhe managem
ment/leadershhip lessons itt teaches.
Let me
m close by showing
s
youu the title pagge of our new book, whiich integratees -- scientifiically
and readably
r
– th
he four themees of this Foorum:
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Oh yes, the fourth theme of this Forum is our ambitious plan to build, together with Prof.
Cheek’s Quality of Life Research Center at Claremont, and others, a global Leadership and
Flow research program and network that is also being launched today.
It is my pleasure to turn over the microphone to my colleague, Zoltan Buzady, whose
presentation will elaborate on the themes I introduced.
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Prof. Zoltan Buzady (see bio at the end).
I will make a few remarks on four of the topics. Specifically:
Slide:





Leadership & leadership skills
Flow-based leadership skills
Teaching leadership
The “Leadership & Flow” Research Program

So what is leadership? - I quote from Mihaly’s essay in our new book.
Slide
“Good management is not perfectly definable and not precisely measurable.”
Indeed so. Yet, effective managers are supposed to possess a pretty well-defined set of skills –
a set, on which there is by and large a consensus among academics as well as practitioners.
Here is an example of a standard set of leadership skills:
Slide: A typical set of management/leadership skills
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This partticular one has 29 item
ms. It happenns to be thee one that Mihaly
M
and Zad jointly have
identifiedd, based on Mihaly’s
M
Goood Businesss book. They are also thhe skills thatt are identifiied in
the leadeership simulaation game I’ll come to in
i a momentt.
By the way,
w these sk
kills here aree much the same
s
as thosse one wouldd find in moost other stanndard
leadershiip-skills classsification syystems.
Most of those skillss can be leaarned. Of coourse, differrences amonng people inn their bornn-with
abilities make it easy
y for some to learn andd to apply thhose skills and
a more diffficult for otthers.
And therre are some - or maybee many?- in leadership positions
p
whho are highlly intelligennt and
educatedd, but are so
o full of theemselves thaat their wayy of managiing is not grounded
g
in bestpractices validated by academic research as well as by practitioners
p
s. Such bossees may be driven
d
by some emotional need
n
to satisfy some “pparticular” personal
p
ambbition or to hide a weakkness
they them
mselves may
y not be fullly aware off. Such bosses can blockk initiatives by others, often
hinderingg their colleaagues and suubordinates to
t experiencee “Flow” onn the job.
Slide:

It is alsoo a fact of liife that the world
w
arounnd us has chhanged, and will continuue to do so, with
importannt implication
ns for managgement/leadership.
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One of thhe most imp
portant trendds in recent decades is that
t
leaders increasinglyy have to maanage
knowledgge workers, not physicaal workers! Knowledge workers want not just a paycheckk, but
(importanntly, among
g other thinggs) a work environment
e
t that enablees them to experience
e
F
Flow.
For the above
a
and fo
or many otheer reasons, a certain subbset of leaderrship skills is becoming more
importannt -- today an
nd tomorrow
w -- for manaagement to be
b effective. This, in a way, is the esssence
of Mihalyy’s contributtion in his Good
G
Businesss book that Paul mentiooned:
Slide: 4 Flow-based
F
skills

Among the
t 29 management skillls, four are especially
e
im
mportant for helping othhers to experrience
Flow:
1) Strateggic thinking -- that is, seetting clear goals
g
and priorities. # 277
2) Realizzing and en
ngaging for a common purpose thee personal strengths
s
off employees.. #24
3) Balancing, dynam
mically, the skill
s
and chaallenge leveels of key em
mployees - and
a they, in turn,
should too do the same for their suubordinates. # 4
4) Givingg frequent an
nd actionable Feedback. # 27
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TEACHING LEADERSHIP SKILLS
Let me now turn to teaching leadership skills.
I used to teach it in what might be called the conventional way: assigning readings and case
studies, several of which I wrote myself, then discussing them in the classroom. The approach
was OK. But something was not fully satisfactory, something was missing.
For example, academic writings on the topic are too scholarly, too abstract, focusing only or
general principles, with applicable illustrations that were often hard to implement in other
situations that are not really identical to the textbook illustrations.
Many case studies, while helpful, tend to mirror insufficiently the real dilemmas leader routinely
face. In real life they have to make choices almost continuously, not just one big strategy
decision, like “yes or no”, or choose between the few simplified options that so many cases
studies offer.
For these reasons, years ago already I was drawn to leadership-content simulations games, such
as those developed by this Gentleman on the podium (-> Zad). I found them to be more realistic
ways to teach students what it is like to be a manager then either textbooks or case studies. A
good leadership simulation teaches that a leader has to be guided by key objectives as well as by
certain basic principles. Even after strategic directions have been agreed upon, there is no easy
formula on how to apply them in practice, day-to-day, on the many decisions a manager has to
make continuously on team and organization issues.
Therefore, instead of some magic formula, the workable approach is to be guided by the agreed
upon key objectives and to act according to basic principles of FLOW.
This brings me to the award-winning game produced by Zad and his team, about which our book
is partly about. The story, in a nutshell:
You, the individual player, have just become the new GM of a mid-size winery in California.
Your predecessor was one of those bosses who excelled in dividing his team, pitting one against
the other, thus doing a good job in destroying the morale. This has started to adversely impact
profitability, too.
To make a long story short: you, the new GM, have to make about 150 decisions during the
virtual span of 6 months. The game takes you 6 to 10 hours to complete; you can stop and start
any time. All your decisions are “saved” in the cloud, on the basis of which the player’s
leadership skills -- not only the 4 mentioned - but also each of the other 25 in the skillset -- are
measured and appropriately benchmarked.
You in the audience (and the reader) might wonder how can one use in a course a game that
takes 10 hours to complete. The answer is a recent teaching innovation, called the flipped
classroom!
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Slide: Fliipped classrroom

After a reelatively dettailed introduuctory sessioon, during which
w
we disscuss Flow-thheory basicss, and
all the teechnical stufff related to the simulattion game, students
s
plaay the game at home, during
d
their privvate time. They
T
do on-lline readinggs, and prepare individuual or groupp assignmentts, or
write bloogs. During the in-betweeen sessionss we devote some time to discuss simulation-reelated
questionss and topics. The debrriefing sessiion at the conclusion
c
of the gam
me is particuularly
importannt! Then thee players recceive the inddividual gam
me scores and
a their perrsonal leadeership
skills proofiles. We th
hen start to discuss
d
their learning moments and future
fu
plans as
a leaders inn their
own busiiness contextt, with a focuus on applyiing Flow-bassed leadershhip concepts and tools.
Zad’s gaame has man
ny innovativve features. Let
L me empphasize just one: its systtem of feedbback.
There arre 19 diffeerent types of feedbacck in this simulation. All are personalized
p
and
instantanneous, driveen by the 150 management deccisions takeen during the game play.
Remembber - getting immediate & actionablee feedback iss a key precoondition of getting
g
into Flow.
F
There aree so many diifferent moddes and timinng on how thhose playingg the game, receive
r
feedbback,
that I havve labeled it:: the ‘Galaxyy of feedback”.
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Slide: Gaalaxy of feed
dback slide

This illusstration is to
oo detailed too be explaineed its detailss here. It just wanted to give you a visual
v
image off how many different
d
typpes of feedbaack there aree during the game,
g
whenn the game iss over
d
seession in class. You cann read more about
a
it our book.
b
and durinng the final debriefing
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NEW VIISTAS FOR LEADERSH
HIP AND FL
LOW RESE
EARCH
So far nearly
n
10,00
00 people have
h
playedd the gamee and moree will do so in the fuuture.
Since eacch player haas to make 1550 decisionss, that yieldss millions off observationns on individduals’
leadershiip skills.
Slide: Neew vistas forr research
: Millions off decisions
 Observations
O
 Quality:
Q
Unbiiased data
 Focus: Best matching
m
of skills
s
level & leadershipp challenges
q
of thhe observatioons but the quality
q
of thee data: it is
The signiificance heree is not the quantity
unbiasedd, in contrast to self-evaluuation test or rating donee by someonne else. As we
w found thiss
new set of
o valuable data,
d
which we
w did not coonsider, nor did the desiigners of the game gave it
much thoought when they
t
started, we have been pondering how to maake good schholarly and
practical use of this exceptional
e
d set?
data
New visttas for Leadeership and Fllow researchh opened. I’lll mention brriefly my ow
wn current
research interest. Lett us remembeer that one of
o the most im
mportant preeconditions of
o getting innto
Flow is thhe dynamic matching off skills and challenges.
c
Slide: Fllow channell

A relativvely high lev
vel of challennges and maatching skillss are preconditions for getting
g
into Flow.
F
Whilst Skill
S
Level has
h been am
mply exploreed by schollars and praactitioners, “challenges”
“
” is a
rather vaague and fuzzzy a conceptt.
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My persoonal research interest is to come upp with a meaaningful classification of
o challengess; the
kind thatt managers and leaderss typically face.
f
If I suucceed, my categorizatioon of challeenges
would bee of help to
o better maatch skills and
a
challengges, for the benefit of individualss and
organizattions. This iss what severral of us disccussed with Mihaly
M
at dinnner last nigght.
We thinkk there are po
otentially maany other ressearch questtions that cann be investiggated by usinng
this rich, unbiased daataset. It is foor this reason we are inittiating a globbal ‘Leadersship & Flow’
k.
program and network
Slide: Leeadership and Flow globbal research network

On the lef
eft side you can
c see, all thhose who arre with us at the inception, such as Mihaly’s
M
Quality
of Life Research
R
Cen
nter at Clarem
mont. At this point I wouuld like to thhank the Deaan of CEU
Business School for his
h willingneess to considder that CEU
U Business School
S
be onne of the
foundingg sponsors off this new research initiaative.
The rightt hand side shows
s
that we
w are now innviting acaddemic and buusiness partnners from alll over
the worldd to join thee “Leadershhip and Flow
w” network. Participantss will exchaange informaation,
cooperatee on new reesearch projeects, and hellp disseminaate innovatioons on teachhing and traaining
via gamees that simulaate what goood leadershipp is about.
Inspired by Prof. Csiikszentmihallyi’s pioneerring researchh on Flow, annd then on Flow
F
and
leadershiip, today is th
he day of puublication off our new book, about whhich our co-author, Zad
Vecsey will
w probably
y say somethhing about.
I am turnning the micrrophone oveer to Zad, whho has gottenn increasinglly involved with
w CEU
Business School overr the years, for
f the mutuual benefit off both.
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Mr. Zad
d Vecsey (bio
o at the end)):
Thanks, Zoltan. OK,, let me tell you my storry. The last eight years were the jouurney of myy life.
But before going into
o the detailss, I want to answer
a
a sim
mple questioon: “what am
m I doing here, in
O of a small but
b highly innnovative coompany?’
this acaddemic forum,, as the CEO
I’m an illlustration off what Deann Horwitch mentioned
m
inn his welcom
me: not onlyy an entrepreeneur
building successful leadership games, but an innovattive one. Although
A
I am
a a Hungaarian,
working here and running a Californian-Hunngarian com
mpany from Budapest,
B
att the same tiime I
have to be
b internation
nally conneccted to be abble to perform
m well in myy technical capabilities,
c
sales
and markketing, and now,
n
as the case
c
in point, becoming a part of an int’l
i
academ
mic network.
In order to be a successful
s
entrepreneur,, I have too be also inntelligently and realistiically
nitial target market
m
for FLIGBY
F
was multinationals, but as the opportunnities
opportunnistic. (My in
to get linnked with accademia arosse, due to peersonal contaacts, new visstas for prodduct developpment
and appliications arosse.
I startedd my careerr at Cooperrs & Lybrannd. There; and ever siince then, I met too many
m
dysfunctiional (“huff and puff”) managers
m
annd leaders. I felt
f the challlenge to do something
s
I liked
to do andd at the samee time to be useful,
u
to givve meaning to my professsional life.
So I starrted to deveelop manageement gamees, realizing that this field will conntinue to exxpand
rapidly for
f as far in
n time as onne can see. I was fortunnate to win first Hungaary’s top priize in
serious games
g
in 200
03; later on thhe EU’s top prize in Berrlin, and in 2012
2
the globe’s top prizze for
my profeession, the Internationaal Serious Play
P
Awardss Golden Medal
M
for thee best leadeership
game, in Seattle.
Slide: FL
LIGBY’s simulation gam
me main conttrol panel forr players
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When I heard about Flow and read Prof Csikszentmihalyi’s book, Good Business: Leadership,
Flow, and the Making of Meaning, I said, Flow is a great topic for my next serious simulation
videogame. I did not know Prof Cs, but I contacted and visited him in California - to try to
persuade him to cooperate with me/us in designing an interactive videogame simulation to help
popularize and teach the relevance of his Flow theory for management/leadership.
I realized that both of us had a big challenge: my was to convince a traditional professor who
wrote academic bestsellers to agree to work with me to find a new way to deliver and implant his
obviously insightful advice to managers and leaders to help them to create for their co-workers a
Flow-supporting work environment.
Frankly, initially, Prof. Cs. was not too motivated to help. In 2007 serious gaming business (and
the gamification trend) had just started, and the first results did not seem too relevant for science.
So first Prof. CS. was rather skeptical, but things turned for the better. At our initial meeting I
showed him one of our earlier products (actually a project management simulation of a Himalaya
expedition, and it turned out, that Prof. Cs. was a serious young mountaineer.
Slide: Prof. Csikszentmihalyi as a mountaineer (shown)
I think that, fortuitously, it helped to make him more cooperative, so our deal for Flow was
finally done. Gradually he became an ever more supportive and involved partner, as he himself
states in his contribution to our book being published today.
FLIGBY was the most challenging projects in my life. Not only from a technical point of view,
but also developing the content required innovative approaches. A new way was needed because
even though Csikszentmihalyi’s Good Business, published a dozen years ago, had persuasive
reasoning and many good suggestions, a gap remained on how to transplant, effectively, his
ideas into the minds of current and future managers/leaders. The tool for this, I thought, was
through serious gaming, hence FLIGBY.
Why CEU Business School? Personal contacts with local professors (to whom we have made our
products free for a decade, including FLIGBY, gratis) helped us in several ways:
Their classroom experiences and intellects helped lift the Game to a higher level;
FLIGBY has been played by close to 10,000 players, yielding millions of skill-linked
observations. This growing data bank is able -- and we are willing to support -- excellent
opportunities to better understand managers/leaders’ behaviors and the kinds of skills they need
to be effective managers/leaders by following practices that are in accordance with the principles
and values of Flow.
We have a symbiotic relationship, as increasingly found in the real world: academia (MCs –
corporation (ALEAS) – academia (CEU).
The most recent product of this symbiotic relationship is the book being published today.

*

* *
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Summarizing the experiences I learned through this project: three major lessons:
Lesson 1: Working with scientists is a real challenge but it also offers a magic source for
inspiration and learning. Entrepreneurs are suspect to scientists and academics, but they should
not be; if the cooperation is good, it can be a win-win situation.
Lesson 2: Flow is a complex thing. Flow seems to be an easy theory and not too difficult to
practice, but in reality, it is far more complex than anything in the world of “5 minutes
management” -- books and advice -- that proliferate to entice gullible managers.
Lesson 3: Pioneering innovations happen in teams. The FLIGBY ecosystem is a complex
network of teams (Support providers, Researchers, Clients, Players) and Interesting characters
(MCS, Paul, Zoli, MC).
END.

The Authors: Zad Vecsey, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Paul Marer, Zoltan Buzady
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Brief bios of the main panelists, Nov 9, 2015 Forum on Missing Link Discovered
Paul Marer, Ph.D. (marerp@business.ceu.edu)
Professor of International Business, Economics, Finance, and Management
CEU Business School, Budapest
Member, Board of Directors, “Leadership & Flow” Global Research Program
Born in Hungary; emigrated to the USA in 1956; a US citizen since 1961; and a dual US/Hungarian citizen since
2000. His M.A. and Ph.D. degrees are from University of Pennsylvania (Wharton School), concentrating on
economics and business. Paul had a 25‐year career as professor of business at the Kelley School of Business,
Indiana University, Bloomimgton.
During 1987‐89, at George Soros’ request, he was involved in establishing the first business school in Central
and Eastern Europe, the International Management Center (IMC), that later became CEU Business School. Paul
moved to Hungary in 2000 to teach at CEU Business School, where he is full time faculty member, having
served three terms as Academic Dean. Paul is the author or editor of 24 books and 150 articles and chapters,
mainly on the changing economic and business situation in Hungary and in the other countries of CEE. He has
an honorary doctorate from the Budapest University of Economic Sciences (1999).
Zoltan Buzady, Ph.D. (buzadyz@business.ceu.edu)
Associate Professor of Management and Organizations, CEU Business School
Director, “Leadership & Flow” Global Research Program
Guided by the motto of "Learning, Leading, Leapfrogging", Zoltan has 25 years of experience with innovation
at the interface of Self‐development, Leadership, Cross‐cultural Management and Strategy. He holds a Ph.D. in
Strategic Management, an MBA from CASS Business School (UK), and a Law degree from the London School of
Economics. The author of several global award‐winning teaching case studies, Zoltan has extensive practical
experience as a team and executive coach. His research and teaching specialties include: Leadership and Flow,
Self‐development and Change, Design Thinking and Organizational Development, Transactional Analysis
Coaching, and World Class Leadership Development.
Zad Vecsey, MBA (zad@aleasgroup.com)
Co‐founder and CEO
ALEAS Simulations, Inc.
Zad received a master degree in organizational sociology from Corvinus University and an MBA from the
London Business School. He began his career in the legal and consulting unit of Coopers & Lybrand. Then he
became managing director of IQ Consulting, Ltd, introducing and representing in Hungary such international
brands as LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY as well as the CDP on‐line survey of European competitiveness]
Zad’s enthusiastic mission as founder and CEO of ALEAS Simulations is to find innovative ways to teach
leadership development via creative, “blended learning” video games. In this field he had earned the top prize
in Hungary and later, in the EU, even before he embarked on creating FLIGBY, which had garnered the globe’s
top award in its category. Zad is the author of On the Brink of Chaos.

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi
Distinguished Prof of Psychology and Management
Claremont Graduate University, Claremont, California
Chairman, Board of Directors, “Leadership and Flow Global Research Program”
Born in Fiume, Italy (now Rijeka, Croatia) before World War II, to a Hungarian family. His Father was a
Hungarian diplomat in Italy before, during, and after the War. His Dad first ran into serious trouble during the
War, when Hungary became fascist, because as consul, he issued false passports (or visas) to Jews to make it
possible for them to escape Nazi persecution. After the War he was named Hungary’s ambassador to Italy. But
when in 1948 the Communists, backed by the Red Army, took control of the country, the elder
Csikszentmihalyi and his family remained in Italy as refugees. This is how Mihaly grew up in Fiume, Florence,
and Rome, fluent in Hungarian, Italian, and German.
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Wanting to study psychology at the university level ‐‐ a field that in Europe was taught only in medical
schools ‐‐ he immigrated to the US at age 22. He was accepted by the prestigious University of Chicago, where
he earned his BA in 1959, married writer Isabella Selaga in 1960, and was awarded a Ph.D. in psychology in
1965.
After a brief climb of the academic ladder at Lake Forest College at the outskirts of Chicago, he joined the
psychology faculty of his alma mater, eventually becoming department head. At Chicago he had a chance to
pursue the kinds of large‐scale, survey‐based, multi‐year projects needed (the “Experience Sampling
Method”) to test his path‐breaking research hypotheses.
Best‐known for his theory of Flow, described in his seminal 1990 book, Flow: The Psychology of Optimal
Experience. Quoting from it:
People are happy when they are in a state of Flow, a type of intrinsic motivation that involves being fully
focused and being ‘fully present’ in a situation or task. Flow is being completely involved in an activity for
its own sake. The ego falls away. Time flies. Every action, movement, and thought follows inevitably from
the previous one, like playing jazz. Your whole being is involved, and you're using your skills to the utmost.
Csikszentmihalyi’s two dozen books and well over 100 articles have explored interconnections between
(among others) Flow, creativity, the meaning of life, individual happiness, societal well‐being, leadership and
social responsibility, peak performance in sports, organizational efficiency, early childhood education, and
how to maintain or regain Flow in old age.
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